A Malleable Land
Alfred was easy to love!
	Doretha Hair Truesdell

The artwork of Alfred Hair and those he inspired who eventually became known
as the Highwaymen marked the end of one kind of image codification associated with new
frontiers and the beginning of another kind of imagery. The glorification of nature was part
and parcel of the Hudson River School of art in the mid-nineteenth century, and the idea accompanied that of Manifest Destiny. Some artists who were influenced by the Hudson River
School came to Florida when Henry Flagler’s railroad made the peninsula accessible in the
early twentieth century. Artists’ studios in Flagler’s grand Ponce de Leon Hotel in St. Augustine made for pleasant monthly exhibits where the well-heeled could acquire Florida art.
The paintings maintained Hudson River School artistic norms as artists experienced this
new land, a largely inhospitable subtropical tangle. The school’s painterly conventions would
reign through the art of A. E. “Bean” Backus of Fort Pierce, Florida’s premier regionalist in
the mid-twentieth century.
In the early 1950s Harold Newton came to Backus for advice about his own painting.
Alfred Hair, while a high school student, took painting lessons from Backus in the late 1950s.
Both Newton and Hair found inspiration and subject matter from Backus, but each man
would follow his own course and develop his own painterly approach, which became the
parameters of the Highwaymen aesthetic.
Alfred Hair’s multiple life trajectories outdo one another, but in the end, beyond life’s
foibles, is an accomplishment that is still garnering thought and attention, as his paintings
are finding their place in the realm of contemporary aesthetics. As the 1960s dawned, Hair
and Newton, the bookends of the Highwaymen story, enhanced the idea of Florida through
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their art. Unknowingly, they established a legacy, the art of the Highwaymen. Newton has
long been seen as the champion among the Highwaymen; his art addresses time and place
most elegantly. Newton’s lovely paintings exist in another realm from Hair’s extemporaneous
paintings. Perhaps Newton’s paintings are timeless while Hair’s are temporal. Alfred Hair’s
paintings offer a fresh way to think about landscape painting, one that would place the
viewer in the land remembered.
The romantic notion of finding God in the wilds and oneself in the process harkens back
to the origins of the sublime in landscape painting. At the very least, people often long to
connect to the essential self in an otherwise chaotic world, to find communion with the
divine in nature. It seems apparent that Alfred Hair shared these ambitions as he expressed
himself, however unconsciously, through painting. Al Black, a friend and fellow painter,
has commented, “Alfred could paint as fast as he wanted and as good as he wanted,” but he
wanted to paint fast because that enabled him to make more money. For Alfred, accumulating wealth was as much sport as it was business. Fast painting also liberated any inhibitions
that staunched the free flow of intuition and paint, and the resulting freshly informed images
beckoned viewers to become patrons or at least consumers as they took stock of what they
saw.
Alfred Hair made countless Florida landscape paintings, as did the other artists who took
their cues from him. Harold Newton’s paintings, in a class of their own, belonged more to
the tradition of American landscapists than to the aesthetic emerging from Hair’s informal
atelier. Newton’s aesthetic was akin to that of A. E. Backus, to whom the fledgling artists
looked for inspiration, and that of the legion of professionally trained painters, all of whom
carried on the conventions to preserve the charm of place through pictorial representation.
While Hair and most of the other Highwaymen worked away during those fevered halcyon
days of the 1960s and 1970s, sacrificing trained technique to trademark rapidity, their paintings did not cause the awe of recognition of the divine. Theirs were snapshots of sorts, not
knee-weakening compositions, in comparison. However, there is something to be said for the
spontaneity and unpretentiousness of snapshots.
Alfred Hair’s paintings are easily distinguishable from other Highwaymen paintings. Of
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course, each artist had a style, but Hair’s style set him apart. His work was especially loose
and gestural with a noticeably carefree flair that guided him across the boards’ surfaces as he
painted. Samuel Gaines, the owner of the Stone Brothers Funeral Home in Fort Pierce, and
his family are entrenched in that city’s African American neighborhood Lincoln Park and
the lives of its residents, including Alfred Hair and his family. Gaines said of Hair, “It was
something to see him when he was painting. He strapped boards to the wall and go down
one to the next. It was the speed in which he would do it.” Gaines pointed out that people
came to the family house on Dundas Court where Hair painted to watch, mesmerized, as he
brought life to his images. Few, at that time, appreciated what he was doing artistically.
When Al Black commented about Alfred’s ability to paint “as fast as he wanted,” he was
referring to those boards he knocked out without a care in the world, paintings he produced
for the next morning’s run up and down the seaboard. Hair also created works “as good as
he wanted,” in Black’s observation, with an ineffable oneness with the world. These paintings
seem, to this biased viewer, to have been realized with introspection. Hair’s high school art
teacher, Zanobia Jefferson, summed up the transcendent nature of Alfred’s best paintings:
“You become part of the paintings.”
Hair’s images are infused with the same abandon with which he painted. His own sense
of liberation while engaged in wielding his palette knife not only comes through on the
surfaces of his boards but becomes the substance of his paintings. This ineffable quality
distinguishes him and his art; it sets his creations apart from others’ of the group and in the
broader art world. And this quality comes not out of being part of academic art making or
traditional thinking about art. It was rather ambition, zest, and identity that set him on an
original course that would redefine what a landscape painting can be and more tangibly lead
to the creation of the visual legacy of modern Florida, and this by what might at first blush
seem to be the unlikeliest of artists. But on further consideration, the painters who decades
later would be so recognized were nearly anointed to be these artists. The stars aligned, and
it couldn’t be any others.
Alfred Hair was a young African American artist who wanted to be wealthy at a time
when black people had little opportunity to rise above the economic and social limitations of
Alfred Hair: Heart of the Highwaymen
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the times. His is a unique story in which art and commerce were complementary, even synergistic. He did not need a moral compass; morality came naturally to him, and during his
short life his conscience guided some and affected many, most of whom were unconscious of
his influence. As soon as Hair graduated from Lincoln Park Academy high school in 1961, he
began painting luminous South Florida landscapes and selling the paintings door to door.
Though racial tensions were rising all around him, he focused on his goal. In the aftermath
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the pushback against integration by southerners, and the
resulting outbreaks of regional strife, Hair, in a peaceful zone of concentrated effort, painted
and sold landscapes to consumers of all degrees of racial prejudice.
He empowered others to explore their own potential, and he never allowed himself to be
bound by Jim Crow shackles; he did not buy into the prejudices of others but rather simply
and naturally rose above such matters. He was driven to succeed, and the fellow strivers who
came together around him were to realize more than they dared to dream. Within two decades the painters created a trove of artwork that would reside in modest living rooms or fall
from favor and be discarded, only to be rediscovered. Their revival even surprised the aging
artists who had dismissed those early fecund years as youthful escapade. Their talent buried
in local familiarity, the cohort went nameless and forgotten in the 1960s and 1970s. Only in
retrospect, when dormant appreciation of the group’s works was awakened decades later,
would they be dubbed the Highwaymen.
When the Highwaymen began painting their loose-knit association and improvisational
style substituted for product design and marketing strategy. Their accidental scheme worked
wondrously. These young, eager, naive artists had somehow retained a postwar optimism in
an otherwise cynical and difficult era.
During World War II an estimated two million recruits trained at military camps in the
state, and many of them returned to Florida after the war to raise their families where summer reigned over winter. Those who flocked to Florida after the war, veterans and others
during the boom time, were prime customers, as were established residents. The artists’ timing was excellent. They produced an estimated 200,000 paintings. Their artwork seemed to
be everywhere, yet the unsung individual painters were seemingly inconsequential. The cre4
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ations were so ever-present that they became part of the collective imagination of the state’s
residents and visitors, and like the makers of the gladiola vase in the picture window and
the plastic flamingo in the yard, the artist was anonymous. The art works became emblems
of Florida. The landscape paintings by these uninhibited artists represented the values of a
place that the citizens held dear in their unique state; owning one was a testimony of their
affection for their surroundings.
ABOUT HAIR AND BACKUS

Don Brown, manager of the Fort Pierce art studio of A. E. Backus, would tell you that Alfred Hair, whom he got to know at the studio, was friendly and funny, always building himself up in an endearing way. For instance, Alfred Hair would say, “I’m going to be a millionaire,” about which Brown observed, “He had the skill. He probably would have.” As Brown
pondered that prospect, though, he doubted Alfred would have actually become wealthy.
This judgment has nothing to do with Alfred’s personality or character but rather with
his ambition and ultimately his art. Although one might assume that ambition would be a
prerequisite for success, in Alfred’s case Brown thought otherwise: “He was too ambitious
to make money. You got to mold yourself into what you do to make it marketable. Alfred
was not developing a marketable style because he painted too fast.” Backus, who was affectionately called “Bean” or “Beanie,” and others, felt Alfred should slow down. But that wasn’t
going to happen; Alfred was just too driven. He could not paint with restraint. In fact, sitting
idle wasn’t an option. A lust for life fueled his energy and informed his art.
Brown’s observation sprang from a reaction to an unconventional approach that was
something fresh and outside his own experience as a fellow landscape painter. Fast painting
would yield Alfred’s style, albeit one that might be referred to as styleless, as in an artless
art that he was unconsciously developing. Lost to a process boosted by rapidity, the art and
artist seem to dissolve into one and the same. Because making money was more important to
him than making art, Alfred was further freed from creative pressures. His was a fine environment to paint unselfconsciously, in an immediate and unmediated way, and perhaps in
tune with the world.
Alfred Hair: Heart of the Highwaymen
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